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Abstract
A large number of important applications are reducible to combinatorial models. Almost all of them are at least exponential complexity and cannot be solved in a traditional way. In the paper, we consider an agent-based approach to solve a class of complex combinatorial problems in the area of planning and scheduling of bounded resource allocation under real time and temporal constraints. The model of the problem is formulated in terms of contract allocation over a set of contractors and specified as an auction-based competition of intelligent agents-contractors under agent-manager supervision. The paper contributions are repeatable auction-based scheme of random search of admissible decisions; knowledge-based specification of real-time and temporal constraints that is used to order of contract allocation from step to step of auction procedure; dynamic programming approach for forming strategy of bargaining by agent-contractor.
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1 Introduction
Although research in the area of combinatorial problem solving have been pursued several decades, the problem itself is still of hot current interest. There exist many applications, for example, manufacturing, transportation management, shipping, workflow management, etc. that are reducible to a combinatorial problem. Many of newly arisen applications, for example, creation of virtual enterprises (Fisher et al., 96), business process reengineering (Jennings et al., 96), etc. are also specified formally as combinatorial problems. Almost all of them are at least of exponential complexity and cannot be solved efficiently in a traditional way, including traditional knowledge-based approaches developing during last two decades. It seems, that currently, multi-agent system (MAS) technology is the only one that is able to cope efficiently with the above applications. It became feasible due to some specific features of MAS technology, in particular, due to a distributed way of tasks solving and due to search of an approximate solution instead of optimal one.

A specific of distributed way of decision making in MAS is that each agent must make decision having a deficit of information about environment and other agents. To master an information deficit and to coordinate individual behaviors, agents use negotiation. Rules of negotiation usually are formalized as a negotiation protocol. For competitive agents the most popular negotiation protocols is one based on the metaphor of the auction (Sandholm, 96). Very often it leads to a good result in many respects.

An auction-based negotiation protocol prototype is the contract net protocol developed for centralized way of resource allocation (Smith, 80), (Smith et al., 81). In fact, auction-based
negotiation was the first idea used for coordination of agent behavior. Later it was investigated by a number of authors (see, for example, (Sanholm, 93), (Sandholm, 96), (Fish et al., 96), (Jennings et al., 96) where it was shown that auction-based negotiation protocol is an efficient way for self-interested agent behavior coordination.

In the paper we consider a use of auction-based negotiations among agents of MAS that have to solve a complex combinatorial task of works ("contracts") allocation. Our task statement differs compared to those considered in other papers in many respects. The most close task statement was considered in (Sandholm, 93) and later investigated in (Sandholm, 96). In the framework of the Sandholm's model, each agent-contractor is self-interested, permitted to perform consistently a number of works, and mechanism of auction management is based on minimization by contractors their own marginal cost for contract execution.

A specific feature of the task statement in the paper is as follows. We aim at solving a complex task of planning and scheduling of contracts allocation which complexity is conditioned by real time, temporal, and other constraints imposed on contract execution. The second specific feature of the task is that, in general case, it is not inherently distributed. One more feature is a multi-criterion assessment of solution quality.

Auction-based model of agent behavior coordination within contract allocation task can be considered in two different senses in respect to application. On the one hand, agent contractors can be representatives of really competing entities (companies) which are self-interested and aimed at each own benefit only. In this case, auction is a mathematical model of a real world competition of companies. On the other hand, if we must solve a centralized planning and scheduling task of a large company the auction-based model may be used as a metaphor that makes it possible to implement artificial competition as a coordination mechanism of subtasks. For such case agent-contractors naturally are not self-interested and aim at solving a complex task jointly. Nevertheless, even in this case the metaphor of auction is useful. It should be noted that in between of the above cases all possible degrees of centralization-decentralization of planning tasks are lain.

In the paper we focus on the latter interpretation of the auction, i.e. it is considered as a metaphor to solve a centralized planning and scheduling task in a distributed way. In this context each session of auction to allocate all contracts makes it possible to obtain an admissible solution of a global task. But in general case coordination mechanism using metaphor of auction does not guarantee solution optimality or, at least, a good quality of it. It means that an auction-based procedure of subtasks of a task coordination can be considered as a way to generate admissible solutions. To obtain at least a “good solution”, it was proposed to repeat auction many times using randomization and on-line learning to improve decisions from step to step. Thus, we consider planning and scheduling procedures as multiple repetition of randomized auction aiming at allocation of the entire set of contracts. This procedure must possess on-line adaptation of the auction scenario for obtaining a better solution on the basis of multi-criteria evaluation its quality assessed by so called “Quality of Service” (QoS) vector.

The described point of view on the role of auction entails an increasing importance of intelligent components of MAS, in particular, of intelligent supervising of auction scenario by agent-manager (Gorodetski et al., 94).

In the paper we propose MAS architecture for a class of combinatorial problem solving and focus on agent's intelligent components for decision making. A peculiarity of the considered class of applications is that to meet temporal and real-time constraints, it is necessary not only "to reason" but, in addition, to do a lot of calculations to satisfy imposed constraints and to optimize on-line behaviour of each agent-contractor (Gorodetski, 97).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the subject of the paper research on conceptual level and outline the developed MAS architecture. The problem is specified as a task of dynamic scheduling of a "portfolio of contracts" allocation. In Section 3 we discuss peculiarities of auction and auction management that is conditioned by the accepted way of auction interpretation. In Section 4 the architecture of agent manager is considered and the main idea of an algorithm of on-line auction management is described. Section 5 is devoted to agent-contractor architecture and to on-line planning algorithm that it uses. In conclusion we present shortly the main results of the paper and outline future works.

2 Conceptual Problem Statement

Let us consider a class of applications that deals with planning, scheduling and bounded resource allocation problems under real time and temporal constraints. It is supposed that every contract (task, service providing, etc.) may consist of a number of sub-contracts (sub-tasks) and be executed in diverse scenarios which consume different resources.

In conceptual terms, the problem is specified as an allocation of a set of contracts ("portfolio of contracts") to be executed over eventual contractors capable to execute specific contracts. As a sample of application we may consider planning and scheduling of an activity of a great company (plant, transportation company, service providing company, etc.) that deals with executing of real-timed interdependent contracts. A set of contracts may be executed by a number of sub-divisions (departments, job shops, etc.) of the company itself.
and in such case we have to solve a complex combinatorial task of centralized planning and scheduling. In other case, the contracts to be executed may be allocated over a set of more small independent (may be, not self-interested) companies. In particular, the latter takes place for virtual enterprise creation, transportation tasks, etc.

As an example let us consider the task of planning and scheduling of ship service in a large Sea Port. We suppose that each ship or cargo holder in advance made a contract with a company which role is a moderator ("agent") between ship (cargo) and Sea Port. The ship service has to be provided within a given real-time interval.

The ship service operations have to be executed at fixed berths or by ship service companies (contractors). Each of them has to meet technological constraints (for example, specialization of contractors in respect to type of cargo, kind of work for contract, etc.), admissible duration of cargo saving in a Port depository, parameters of ship (for example, required depth along a berth, length of ship, etc.) and real-time constraints imposed by contract.

For each contract, a vector of quality of service (QoS) is mapped. In particular, QoS vector contains a payment for agent (holder of "portfolio of contracts") from ship holder, a penalty for contract execution delay or violation of other contract conditions. It should be noted that QoS vector for manager differs from one for contractors.

It is clear that a lot of applications in the planning and scheduling area can be reduced to the problem statement given above. A common feature of all such tasks is high computational complexity and necessity to use decomposition-based approach.

Let us consider conceptually parties of auction, their roles and interests. The subject of auction is a set of contracts each mapped QoS vector defined by manager. An auction participants are as follows:

* **agent-manager** that represents a "portfolio of contracts" holder; it is interested in to allocate ("to sell") all contracts as cheaper as possible (to pay for each contract execution as little as possible) ensuring that each contract execution meets constraints imposed by QoS vector of ship or cargo holder, and

* **agent-contractors**: each of them represents a company subdivision or independent company. It is capable to execute chosen contracts providing QoS vector imposed by agent-manager and interested in obtaining ("buying") contracts to be paid as many as possible and to minimize its own cost for contract execution. It is permitted for agent-contractors to exchange resources making provisional coalition.

We suppose that while managing by contract allocation, agent-manager may

* use pure market-based competition of agent-contractors,

* choose subset of contractors for bargaining for a contract up to choice of exactly one of them and

* use randomization for winner choice.

Each agent-contractor develops its strategy of behavior online to maximize its own total benefit under imposed constraints but sometimes it has to refuse from bargaining in favor of other contractor considering such behavior as payment of its debt. It means that agent-contractors are not pure self-interested.

On the fig.1 a general outline of MAS architecture is presented. Its peculiarity is that in addition to bargaining for contracts, there exists one more loop for agent-contractors negotiation that aims at forming provisional coalitions to exchange resources.

When participating in a "competition", each agent-contractor forms its own part of a solution and a total solution of the task is formed by joining solutions of all agents-contractors. Agent-manager enjoys a number of mechanisms that are considered below in the next section to manage by auction and to coordinate decisions made by agent-contractors to achieve its own goal that is "global" one for MAS in the large.

### 3 Peculiarities of Auction and Auction Management

It was written in introduction that, in the paper framework an auction is considered as a metaphor to represent a decentralized search of solution of a complex planning and scheduling task of contract allocation. This point of view on auction results in considerable distinction of auction strategy and auction management compared to those proposed in previous research and focused on idea of competition of self-interested agents.

These distinctions may be divided into two groups. The **first of them** is conditioned by a specific role of agent-manager in the course of auction since to manage auction it uses combination of market-based strategy of agent-contractors behavior management and randomized search of globally "good solution". When omitting details, the peculiarities of the first group of distinctions are as follows.

1. A multi-criterion evaluation of bids that are presented as QoS vector proposed by agent contractors in the course of auction. The QoS parameters depend on application. If we deal with scheduling of a Sea Port it may consist of such components as "Date of contract execution end", "Cost of service", "Probability of execution of the contract provided by stated QoS vector ".

2. A repeatable character of auction that plays a role of a search procedure.

3. Random search. A randomization itself comprises the following components.
Figure 1: Agent-based architecture for planning, scheduling and resource allocation.

- Multiple repetition of auction session for total "portfolio of contracts". Each session may be based on a scenario that is being chosen randomly from given variants.
- Randomization of a sequence of contracts presented for bidding. Each sequence had to meet imposed partial order.
- Randomization of winner’s choice within the set of non-dominated bids (Pareto optimal bids) according to proposed QoS vectors of contractors.

4 **Agent-manager**

Agent-manager is considered as a holder of a “contract portfolio” and is responsible for management of contract allocation to provide a required global QoS vector. Its architecture that is currently in progress of implementation is presented in the fig.2 and in general is organized like InteRRap architecture (Muller et al., 94). It consists of three layers in accordance with the layers of abstractions of auction management, i.e.

- layer of data management (layer I),
- layer of behaviour management (layer II),
- layer of strategy of behaviour choice (layer III).

The upper layer (layer III) is responsible for making a strategic decision about main parameters of auction scenario. It is supposed that on this layer agent-manager is able

- to vary a kind of auction scenario (negotiation protocol) based on a number of available variants that may be chosen via randomization procedure or/and is based on learning during previous and/or current repeatable sessions of the “portfolio of contract” allocation;
- to vary information that is available to agent-contractors;
- to determine rules of transforming (increasing) of payment for current contract and
- to choose randomized rules of auction winner determination.

Details of procedures of layer III are currently under development.
The next layer (layer II) of agent-manager architecture is responsible for real-time management of auction session in accordance with the chosen scenario. Procedures related to this layer are developed in more details compared to the previous one. On the basis of computational experiments it was obtained that the most difficult task of this layer is satisfaction of real-time and temporal constraints imposed on the set of contracts. Within developed approach, this task is solved by knowledge-based technology. Let us explain its main idea.

Each contract $C(i)$ is mapped by average or minimal duration of its execution and the real-time interval within which contract has to be executed. These constraints are specified by three parameters like it is shown in fig. 3, i.e. $t_r(i)$. $t_f(i)$ is the admissible time of begin and end of contract execution and $\tau(i)$ is duration of a contract execution, $i$ is the number of a contract.

While having such information regarding all contracts, we may formalize this information in terms of two partial order relations which are as follows.

1. Precedence relation. We say that $C(i) \triangleright_{Pr} C(j)$ if the following conditions are met.
   
   $i. \quad t_r(i) + \tau(i) \leq t_f(j) - \tau(j)$,
   
   $ii. \quad t_r(j) + \tau(j) > t_f(i) - \tau(i)$

![Figure 2: Meta-agent's architecture.](image1)

![Figure 3: Real time parameters of contract execution.](image2)
This conditions express the fact that if contract $C(i)$ and $C(j)$ are planned to be executed by the same agent-contractor then, to meet the real-time constraint for contract $C(i)$, its execution have to be started first. This fact is illustrated on the fig.4.

![Figure 4: Illustration of the Precedence relation $C(i) \succeq_{\text{pr}} C(j)$](image)

2. **Strict Precedence Relation.** We say that $C(i) \succ_{\text{pr}} C(j)$ if $t_f(j) \geq t_f(i)$.

This relation is a partial order one. It is illustrated on the fig. 5.

![Figure 5: Illustration of the precedence $C(i) \succeq_{\text{spr}} C(j)$](image)

The implementation semantic of the former order relation is as follows: if contract $C(i)$ is planned for execution by a contractor then contracts $C(j)$ may become incomparable for execution by the same contractor. It is conditioned by the time of begin of execution of contract $C(i)$. For example, this situation occurs if the time $t_s(i)$ of begin of execution of contract $C(i)$ is scheduled later than $t_f(j) - \tau(j) - \tau(i)$. As for the last strict precedence relation, it persists constant because of admissible real-time intervals mapped to each of contract have empty intersection. It can be proved that the joining of the both introduced above relations is partial order relation.

It can be shown, that in addition to both above order relations there exist two more variants of relation among time intervals of contracts. The first of these relations reflects the situation when time intervals of a pair of contracts have nonempty intersection but they may be executed in any order. The second one reflects the situation when a pair of contracts cannot be executed by the same agent-contractor in any case.

We will ignore both last relations because they don’t impose any order relation on contract execution.

One more kind of constraints that have to be taken into account to form a general order of contract execution is so-called temporal constraints that are conditioned by technological steps of contract execution. Actually, it is possible that a subset of contracts forms a more general contract (technology) that have to be executed in accordance with a partial ordering. For example, a ship in a Sea Port first have to be unloaded and only after this operation it may be loaded and contracts for these operations are arranged with different companies (berths).

It can be shown that while joining temporal constraints, precedence and strict precedence relations we result in the precedence relation $PR(C_j, C_i)$. Calculation of the latter from step to step of auction is a task that is solved by agent-manager and realized in the layer II of its architecture. $PR(C_j, C_i)$ relationship is included as a component of knowledge base. It is used for ordering of contract allocation along the auction.

Let us note that relation $PR(C_j, C_i)$ is not static and it is being transformed from step to step of contract allocation during auction procedure. Thus, the layer II of agent-manager architecture is responsible for forming $PR(C_j, C_i)$ relation, its transforming in progress of auction and for computations which include randomization of decision making to solve what contract have to be allocated next.

Other components of agent-manager architecture on the layer II are more traditional and we omit details about them.

The layer I of the agent-manager architecture is responsible for processing of the input and output messages during the auction sessions.

## 5 Agent-contractor

Agent-contractor's architecture is outlined on the fig.6. It is based on the same ideas as agent-manager architecture but differs in tasks assigned to the respective layers.

On the layer III of architecture the task of choice of a preferable subset of contracts to execute is computed. Based on (1) knowledge about its own available resources, (2) constraints imposed by manager on QoS vectors of each contract execution, and (3) own expense for each contract
execution, agent-contractor forms a strategy for the forthcoming step of auction using algorithm of dynamic programming.

Agent-contractor is informed about all "portfolio of contracts" and QoS vectors that are mapped to each of them. Having this information, agent-contractor is able to predict the subset of contracts that will be allocated on the current step of auction. This makes it possible for it to use dynamic programming procedure to generate a number of preferable sequences of contracts that are most beneficial for it and can be executed in time. This is the most important task of agent-contractor that is solved on the upper layer.

On the layer II, a step-by-step price policy of contractor is calculated. The policy is a way to achieve its own goal in the course of competition. The policy of choice depends on a number of factors for each agent. For example, each agent-contractor is mapped by a degree of risk ("risky", "normal" or "careful") and these factors influence on its price policy.

As well, this layer is responsible for final decision making.

One more task of agent-contractor is to exchange by resources with other agents if it haven’t needed resources in necessary quantity. Currently this task is under research. To solve it, we intend to use an algorithm that is based on "mutual debts" idea and commitment “first to pass resources to debt or it requests than to use resources for own needs”.

6 Conclusion

In the paper we have aimed at developing a multi-agent approach to solve large scale combinatorial problems in the area of planning and scheduling of a set of interdependent contracts (“contracts”) under real-time and temporal constraints by a number of contractors each having a bounded resources and a specialization. We focus on the case when the task under solution is not inherently distributed but it is a large scale task decomposed to be solved in a distributed way.
and managed by an meta-agent. In this case, a more sophisticated ways of decision making have to be used not only by agent-manager but also by agent-contractors.

The paper contributions are as follows.

- Repeateable auction-based scheme of random search of admissible decisions.
- Knowledge-based specification of real-time and temporal constraints that is used by agent-manager to determine an order of contract allocation from step to step of auction.
- Dynamic programming approach to form strategy of bargaining of an agent-contractor.

Future research will relate to software implementation of a multi-agent system based on ideas described in the paper and theoretical and experimental research in the field of agent-manager and agent-contractor on-line and off-line learning in the framework of real time planning and scheduling tasks.
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